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Jacobs: Personally Speaking

Personally Speaking
,

that one should live each day as if it were
his last-to pack eac~ minute with experiences, perceptions and thrill-has a dozen arguments against it and a
score for it. I have noticed that men who, in their youth,
led gay and daring lives rarely regret that, though they may
shake their heads in grim humor at the memory; but men
who in their youth led priltl and ponderous lives regret that
bitterly when they wake up middle-aged and declining. The
days of our youth are the days of our glory, they say then,
sickening at the waste of their' youth.
.
When historians of the future look over the third decade
of the twentieth centurY, they will be as amazed as we are
at the middle ages. Just to think of the 1930's! A poverty
sweeping across the civilized world and slighting.the uncivilized world; black reactions of thought in the lyrical land
"of Italy and the scholarly country of Germany; intelligence
in hiding and exile; here and there brave stirrings of
thought; a fresh vigor growing a~id deepest woes; death
and rebirth struggling together; The 1930's will be a dark
era to the investigators of the long future, a dark era with
brilliant flashes of lightning splitting it.
In such a period how should a man live, destined to live
only then out of the wide :possibilities of geologic time, how ~
live to live wisely and happily? I'm not confident enough to
legislate on life, a~d I do know there cann'ot be--cannot
ever be-a universal answer. The life one lives must in the
final resort depend on the person one is. I do think, however, that in the writing of many fine men there is an bftenrepeated strain which is not to be hastily dismissed. They
may attach their idea to a specific word, like love, but the
idea remains greater than its narrow context. When Carl
Sandburg asks
'
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Take any streetful of people buying clothes and
groceries, cheering a hero or throwing confetti
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and blowing tin horns . . . tell me if the lovers are
losers ... tell me if any get more than the lovers .'! .
in the dust ... in the cool tombs,
I am sure he would not restrict the basic thought here to the
word lovers. He vivifies the thought by applying it to an
individual instance, he does not freeze it there. And when
A. E. Housman whispers that
... malt does more than Milton can
To justify God's ways to man
~

he does not plead essentially for dipsomania. If we could
brit.distill out of these many clever men the basic ingredient
of their idea! Difficult task that is, for, as one poet has put
it stringently, :th~ emotion of an idea can submerge·· its
prosaic rendering:
What does a poet know?Only that youth is lovely,
Only that youth must go.
Those are the words of Haniel Long, and in different idiom
they were the words of Wordsworth who likened this earth
to the glory and freshness of a dream, and a glory that passes.
~way. That life is fearfully transient, that no child is born
except to die, is no discovery. But what a discovery it would
be that would enable man to live good-humoredly among
that flux.
Like mist we come and go, and strive as we may we
seem to make no dint upon the mountains of the world.' But·
what is that? If living we have enjoyed and have pers.evered, and along with that have made ease and goodhumor more possible and a sturdy humanity more assum- ~
able. We judge a manufacture by its product; we must
judge a civilization by its production of men. Ah, but
there's the rub: what kind of men shall they be.
Too much of the good grows tiresome; our sweet tooth
begins to pain us.. So let our good men be bad! Let them
be defiers and hullooers, let them be straightforward and
manly, not saintly. Let them have soft laughs and quick
'li
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minds and knowing hearts. Let them be friends ~ut no
hangers-On; let them hate their work and a hundred things
in the world, and move one by one up those hundred as they
solve them. Let them be the great dissatisfied and the great
humoristS: Let them $ee everything with a grain' of salt,'
let them relax and si~ quiet and sleep long hours, and
emerge with a whoop to feel their life. Let them hate
routine but like perfections, and love the women they tease.
But better than the loud laugh and the whoop, let them be
chucklers. Let them smile to themselves!
And then let them 'violate every rule and convention
but one, to live and let live. May life some day be a thrilling time, engrossed with being and understanding and enjoying and in ways that will enable others to .free themselves fo~ that too. It is a co~summation devoutly to bel
~~~.
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